#2368 The Yom Kippur War and the Abomination of Desolation – The post-World War II U.S.
waxing great toward the South and toward the East as a second Syria/Antiochus IV Epiphanes,
part 627, Building the Christian-Jewish-Arab Temple, (vi), The Christian part of the
Temple
Review: Five (5) Unsealings ago (Unsealing #2363), it was outlined that the understanding of
the building of the Christian-Jewish-Arab Temple (of men) can be broken down into the two
steps of (Step 1) the building of a (counterfeit living stones) temple of Christians and Jews and
then (Step 2) the building of a (counterfeit living stones) temple of Jews and Arabs. At this time,
so that we do not need to repeat most of the content of Unsealing #2363, please go back and
glance at the Unsealing to refresh your memory.
Below is the content of the first part of Unsealing #2363:

Step 1 – building of the second Babel through building
a Temple of Christians and Jews
The period of 11 years before the April 2-6, 1917,
U.S. entry into World War I – which encompassed the
time period between the April 9, 1906, beginning of the
Azusa Street Revival and the April 2-6, 1917, U.S.
entry into World War I – was for the purpose of
representing the building of a second Babel, a Babel
consisting of a partnership of democratic nations, to
build a “world made safe for democracy.”

April 2-6, 1917

Ultimately, as will be explained, this step involved the
building of a worldwide second Babel of a partnership
of democratic nations, through a spirit of building a
Christian democratic nation(s)-Jewish democratic
nation ‘Temple of God’.
Key Understanding (of this Unsealing #2368): Breaking down the building of the temple of
Christians and Jews into its first component of building the temple of Christians. What we are
in the midst of doing, then, even beginning with the recent Unsealings #2364–#2367, is
solidifying the understanding of the building of the Christian portion of the ChristianJewish Temple. The next several Unsealings will be repeat Unsealings solidifying that
understanding, for it has already been discussed in those Unsealings. Once we nail down
(through review) the understanding of the building of the massive temple of Christians
(though it actually is the building of a living stones worldwide temple of Babel), we will
then add the Jewish portion, which also has already been discussed.
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In general – at this point in time in the learning process – what is shown (again) in the
scenario below should be considered the Christian portion (because of ‘Christian
democracy’) of the building of a living stones Christian-Jewish-Arab temple of Babel.
The most simplistic explanation is that efforts to Make
the World Safe for Democracy were/are the building of
the Christian ‘living stones’ temple of Babel

Genesis 11:1 (KJV) And THE WHOLE EARTH WAS OF
ONE LANGUAGE, and ONE SPEECH [Woodrow
Wilson’s April 2, 1917, ‘The World Must Be Made Safe for
Democracy’ Speech].
The living stones of the

partnership of democratic nations Babel
President Woodrow Wilson delivering his “the
world must be made safe for democracy” speech
to Congress on April 2, 1917, building a
worldwide second Babel.

The issue: mankind is
building a Babel of
democracy as if it was
the living stones temple
of God

Ephesians 2:21 (KJV) In whom all the building fitly
framed together groweth unto AN HOLY TEMPLE IN
THE LORD:
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